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Visual Performance of Pigeons
JUAN D. DELIUS and JACKY EMMERTON

INTRODUCTION
Even superficial observation of birds in their natural environment suggests that the performance of their visual system is at least on a par
with ours. Many detailed field studies amply confirm this inference.
During a 3-year study of free-ranging skylarks (Alauda arvensis), circumstantial evidence indicated that their vision was superior to that of
the observer in a variety of situations (Delius, 1963). The skylarks could
clearly recognize each other individually at a range of 30 m or more
purely by visual cues, while the observer could only do so unreliably
when aided by a 30x telescope . Skylarks spotted merlins or pigeon
hawks (Falea ealumbarius) flying overhead at heights where the observer
positively could not resolve them without the aid of 8 X binoculars.
Perhaps these songbirds' most remarkable performance was the detection of minute, usually camouflaged insect prey in dune sand and
vegetation. As hard as the observer tried, helped by a 5 X magnifying
lens, his hunting success rate was at best only a tenth that of skylarks.
Casual observations of free-ranging domestic pigeons (Calumba livia)
indicate that their vision is, if anything, better than that of skylarks.
We are thus inclined to believe that the measures of visual capabilities
that we obtain in the laboratory are still only a pale reflection of the
real performance of the pigeon's visual system.
JUAN D. DELIUS and JACKY EMMERTON. Psychologisches institut, RuhrUniversitiit, Bochum, West Germany. The work reported here has been supported by
the Science Research Council and th e Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. It was in part
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The psychophysical techniques must as yet, we feel, be considered
far from efficient or optimal in assessing what these animals can do
visually. Depending as we do mainly on conditioning procedures, socalled biological constraints on learning could often be the limiting
factor (Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde, 1973). Attempts to make psychophysical measurement pigeon-ergonomic might well prove worthwhile. In the case of some other species, such methodological investment has in fact been necessary before measurement was at all possible
(Stebbins, 1970).

LEARNING CONSTRAINTS AND PSYCHOPHYSICS
Although we cannot claim to have made a systematic effort in this
respect, an experiment of ours gives an indication of what we have in
mind (Delius and Emmerton, 1978b). The starting point was an auditory
question of whether pigeons could discriminate temporal tone patterns.
While this capability could not be demonstrated with appetitive instrumental techniques (Krasnegor, 1971; Delius, unpublished experiments), it proved exceedingly easy to do so with a classical aversive
method (Delius and Tarpy, 1974). Conversely, when one of us attempted to apply the latter procedure for psychophysical measurements
of the color discrimination capabilities of pigeons, the results seemed
to indicate that the birds were color-blind! In a specifically designed
experiment, we could substantiate the differential effectiveness of the
conditioning procedures. We examined discrimination learning of hues
and pitch by pigeons with particular versions of two learning paradigms : successive, conditional, food-rewarded, key-pecking conditioning and classical, shock-reinforced, heart-rate conditioning. In a suitably balanced design, the same pigeons were expected to learn to
discriminate either broadband white and red diffuse illumination,
matched to the same pigeon-subjective brightness, or tones of 1000
and 2000 Hz adjusted to be of nearly equal pigeon-subjective loudness.
In the classical conditioning situation, one stimulus of each pair served
as the positive conditioned stimulus and was followed by an electric
shock as the unconditioned stimulus . The conditioned response recorded was the relative increase in heart rate during the positive stimulus as compared with the negative stimulus. In the instrumental situation, the animals were rewarded with access to grain for pecking
either the upper key of a Skinner box in the presence of one stimulus
of the pair or the lower key in the presence of the other stimulus.
Responses to the incorrect keys resulted in time-out.
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The learning curves obtained (Fig. 1) showed that the animals very
quickly gave evidence of discriminating the lights in the instrumental
situation and the tones in the classical situation . However, there was
no evidence of any differentiation of the hues during classical aversive
conditioning and of pitch during instrumental appetitive conditioning.
Obviously, the former method should be avoided in studies of the
pigeon's perception of color. There are indications, though, that this
conclusion cannot be extended to include other qualities of visual
stimulation: movement or brightness, for example (Kreithen, this volume; Kreithen and Keeton, 1974; Cohen and Trauner, 1969). Experiments by LoLordo and collaborators (see LoLordo and Furrow, 1976)
suggest that the variable responsible for this learning asymmetry is not
the classical or operant paradigm of conditioning but rather the difference in reinforcement quality, pain or food, is decisive. They showed
that in a treadle-pressing task a compound tone-light stimulus comes
to exercise control through the light component when food is used as
reward and through the tone component when shock is the reinforcement. It seems that pigeons are inherently prepared or counterprepared
to associate specific stimulus cues with certain reinforcement qualities
(Seligman, 1970). We have argued that the particular constraints can
be understood as phylogenetic adaptations to the fact that hues but not
tones are associated with food and, conversely, tones but not hues are
correlated with pain in the normal environment of pigeons.
Grossly inefficient methods, as aversive cardiac conditioning
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Fig. 1. Mean learning curves of four pigeons discriminating red and white lights or 1000and 2000-Hz tones both in an appetitive key-pecking and in an aversive heart-rate
conditioning situation. Modified from Delius and Emmerton (1978b).
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turned out to be in the specific context of hue discrimination, are of
course rapidly weeded out from the methodological repertoire, but the
nagging question is whether the psychophysical procedures we currently use might not be contrary to more subtle constraints of pigeons'
specific learning dispositions.

DISCRIMINATION OF LIGHT POLARIZATION PLANE
Associative or learning constraints, which can of course impinge
on other contingencies than those between stimuli and reinforcement
(Shettleworth, 1972), are certainly not the only ones that interfere with
research on pigeon perceptual performance. This is illustrated by our
work on this animal's discrimination of the light polarization plane
orientation (Delius et al., 1976). In our first experiment, we had hungry
pigeons learn to differentiate the changing plane orientation of an
overhead light surface in a tall Skinner box. Every second wall of the
box was furnished with a response key; pecks to a key aligned in a
specified way with respect to the overhead linear polarization were
rewarded with access to food; responses to a key not so aligned were
punished with a period of darkness. The subjects learned this task
easily (Fig. 2), thus confirming and expanding Kreithen and Keeton's
(1974) demonstration that pigeons are sensitive to polarization axis
changes .
This result, however, contrasted with that of a study by Montgomery and Heinemann (1952). They failed to find evidence of polariza-
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Fig. 2. Learning curves of two pigeons discriminating the polarization plane orientation
of an overhead light surface . The insets indicate each subject's task. Unpublished data
from a study by Delius et aJ. (1976).
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Fig. 3. Learning curves of two pigeons discriminating th e polarization plane orientation
of a pair of stimuli in a V-maze. A temporary light cu e, then faded off, marked the
correct s timulus . Later a prechoice stimulus observing period was enforced . Means of
pairs of sessions have been plotted . For simplification, 20 (40) sessions have been left
out.

tion axis discrimination by pigeons when presenting the discrirninanda
on the response key itself. We have argued that this failure might have
been due to the location of the stimulus display. Keys are viewed by
pigeons in the lower anterior field of vision. In nature, biologically
significant stimuli will rarely be recognizable by polarization cues in
this field . This is different for the upper field of vision, where the
polarization of skylight, dependent on the sun's position (Sekera, 1956),
could supplement the pigeon's well-known sun-compass orientation
(Schmidt-Koenig, 1958).
A recent experiment of ours appears to confirm that pigeons find
it difficult, if not impossible, to learn to discriminate light surfaces of
differently oriented stationary polarization planes when these stimuli
are placed at eye level. We utilized an automated Y-maze (Fig . 3). The
end wall of each goal arm was equipped with a circular surface (diameter 5.5 cm) of linearly polarized light. The plane orientations of the
two discriminative stimuli were arranged at right angles to each other,
but from trial to trial and while darkened they were quasirandomly
either rotated by 90 deg or left stationary (but see use of correction
procedure below). A vertical plane orientation was defined as correct
for one subject, a horizontal one for another. Approach to a stimulus
by the subjects was detected by reed relays sensing small magnets
attached to the skulls of the animals with dental cement. Correct choices
were rewarded by raising an illuminated food hopper immediately
below the stimulus; incorrect ones were followed by a brief period of
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darkness. The next trial began with the starting end of the maze being
illuminated by a lamp. When the animal depressed a weight-sensitive
platform, the stimuli came on and remained lit until the subject made
a choice. A correction procedure operated to counteract the development of position habits. Following incorrect choices, the polarization
plane orientation of the stimuli remained unchanged over the following
trials until the animals had made a correct response. These correction
trials were of course not scored.
To facilitate acquisition, we initially marked the correct stimulus
with an extra light. In later sessions, this cue was progressively
dimmed. While the subjects each learned the brightness discrimination, which constituted the initial phase of the fading technique, within
less than ten training sessions of 30 trials each, they did not maintain
a polarization plane discrimination to a performance level better than
about 60% correct over the next 45 trials . In an attempt to improve the
performance, a "stimulus-observing" period was enforced during the
last 15 trials. The subjects had to remain for at least 5 sec on the starting
platform; if they left it prematurely, the stimuli were extinguished and
the trial was aborted. There was no steady improvement, but on occasional sessions the animals clearly did not choose at random, yielding
scores of 85% correct or, more remarkably, 15% or fewer correct choices
(Fig. 3) . Although the overall performance might be significantly above
chance we are not certain that it is not due to cues other than polarization. Control experiments aimed at removing possible slight parasitic
brightness patterns associated with the polarization plane orientation
would have to be performed.
It is clear that pigeons are less successful in discriminating the
polarization plane orientations in this situation than in our original
experiment with overhead stimuli. It could be that the size of the
polarized stimuli is a crucial factor . In this latter experiment and in that
of Montgomery and Heinemann, the stimuli were relatively small,
whereas they were larger in our earlier experiment: the normal stimulus, the sky, is itself an extensive source. We are inclined to believe,
however, that the results are explained by the circumstance that the
polarization sensitivity of the pigeon is mainly associated with the
upper field of vision, much as it has been shown to be in a species of
African ant, Cataglyphis bicolor (Wehner, 1976).
Support comes from an electroretinographic study of this sensitivity (Delius et al., 1976). Using standard techniques, we have found that
the summit of the b -wave of the el~ctroretinogram altered its shape
depending on the orientation of the polarization axis of the stimulus
flash . This shape difference was fairly small when the stimulus beam
fell on the center of the retina but was quite marked when it struck the
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Fig. 4. Averaged electroretinograms obtained from a pigeon with flashes (lower traces)
of differing polarization plane orientation and of different angles of incidence. From
Delius et al. (1976).

lower portions of the retina (Fig. 4). Which feature of the eye is responsible for this polarization sensitivity of the lower field of vision is
not yet certain. We have hypothesized that the double cones, known
to be more frequent in the yellow area (posterior and upper field of
vision) than in the red area (lower anterior field of vision) of the pigeon
retina (King-Smith 1969; Bowmaker, this volume), might be involved.
This would agree with Montgomery and Heinemann's failure, but it
does not concur so well with our maze results . There the pigeons
seemed to observe the stimuli monocularly, that is, presumably with
the fovea centralis region, which is part of the yellow field.
An alternative hypothesis is that the pecten might be involved. This
structure seems to be particularly well developed in diurnal flying
species (Menner, 1938), that is, those that would benefit most from the
navigating edge that a polarization plane sensitivity might impart.
Current experiments in which we are systematically scanning the various areas of the retina for the electroretinographic polarization effect
should help to clarify this issue. However, it seems likely that difficulties with the psychophysics of polarized light have little to do with
the constraints of conditioning but rather with the regional specializations of the pigeon's eye.
An experiment using the same tall octagonal Skinner box as in the
polarization discrimination study mentioned earlier amplifies this
poin t in a different direction. The pigeons now had to align their res ponses
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Fig . 5. Learning curves of two pigeons discriminating the orientation of an overhead
light bar. A temporary color cue, later faded off, marked the correct response keys. The
insets indicate each subject's task.

to the wall keys according to two alternative orientations of an elongated rectangular bar of light projected on the translucent lid of the
chamber. Compared with the ease with which pigeons learned the
polarization task in the same box, the difficulty they experienced in
mastering this nearly equivalent task was surprising. No evidence of
acquisition was apparent even after 750 trials, which has to be compared with the less than 400 trials that the subjects in the polarization
experiment took to master their task. Only after we aided the birds by
introducing an additional cue in the form of red light projected on the
correct keys and later fading it off again did they learn to perform this
task (Fig. 5). Since similar orientation discriminations certainly present
little difficulty for pigeons when the stimuli are displayed on the response key (Zeigler and Schmerler, 1965; but see Delius and Emmerton,
1978a), we are led to assume that the sensory system associated with
the upper field of vision is not well adapted for the recognition of
brightness pattern orientations. Their ability to orient themselves by
the sun in a similar situation (Schmidt-Koenig, 1958), however, suggests that this restriction may be of a very specific nature .

SPECTRUM OF POLARIZATION SENSITIVITY
The polarization of skylight is known to be maximal in the ultraviolet (Sekera, 1956). The polarization plane sensitivity of bees (Apis
mellifica) is accordingly restricted to their ultraviolet-sensitive mecha-
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nisms (Menzel and Snyder, 1974; von Helversen and Edrich, 1974).
From both our behavioral and electroretinographic experiments, it is
already certain that the polarization sensitivity of pigeons, unlike that
of the bee, extends into the visible part of the spectrum . Nonetheless,
it might be specially developed in the ultraviolet. We have only begun
to look into the effective spectrum of the polarization sensitivity, but
there is already good evidence that pigeons can see ultraviolet (Wright,
1972b; see also Huth and Buckhardt, 1972).
One of us has extended the measurement of the spectral sensitivity
of the pigeon's retina into the near ultraviolet. Standard electroretinographic techniques supplemented by a transient averager were used to
obtain an equal response-amplitude spectrum. Although the optical
system did not provide enough energy in the deeper ultraviolet, we
could confirm that the pigeon is sensitive to the near ultraviolet. Our
results also suggested that a secondary sensitivity peak exists in the
deeper UV at or below about 360 nm (Fig. 6) (Emmerton, 1975). Preceding this rise in sensitivity, we found a minimum at 400-420 nm.
This agrees reasonably well with the results obtained by Kreithen (this
volume) using a spectral threshold determination procedure in conjunction with classical heart rate conditioning. Other spectral sensitivity measurements have also indicated the presence of a secondary
maximum at short wavelengths (Blough, 1957; Graf and Norren, 1974;
Norren, 1975), but they have positioned the minimum at 440 nm.
Furthermore, Graf and Norren report a subsidiary maximum at 400-
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420 nm, and indeed relate these data to the presence of a chromatic
mechanism whose response maximum is located in this part of the
spectrum. Graf and Norren's electroretinographic measurements
showed a shift in the position of the sensitivity minimum from 440 nm
to 420 nm, corresponding more closely to our own data, as the electroretinogram criterion amplitude was increased . In a behavioral experiment designed to remeasure spectral sensitivity in the ultraviolet, we
intend to investigate the effect of setting different response criteria and
using different adapting conditions on the position of this secondary
minimum and on the change in relative sensitivity of short- and longerwavelength spectral mechanisms which may well occur at . "abovethreshold" intensity levels .
Our electroretinographic measures were obtained from the central
retina; it could be that the lower retina, in connection with the polarization sensitivity, might be especially UV responsive. Incidentally,
this ultraviolet sensitivity must depend on a short-wave transparency
of the pigeon's ocular media. A recent study (Govardovskii and Zueva,
1977) shows that they indeed transmit wavelengths down to 340 nm.
In mammals, it is absorption by the ocular media that precludes an
ultraviolet sensitivity (Tan, 1971; Norren and Vos, 1974); such a sensitivity could still be potentially mediated by subsidiary absorption
maxima of the photopigments (Dartnall, 1972) or relatively stable breakdown products of the visual pigments (Yoshizawa, 1972) which absorb
in this spectral region. A loss with age of short-wave transmittance of
the lens of birds, similar to that seen in mammals (Muntz, 1972), does
not, however, seem to be averted. This causes a noticeable short-wave
sensitivity reduction in older animals (Honigmann, 1921; Thompson,
1971). Thompson, using the same type of ERG technique as in our
experiment, compared the spectral sensitivity of juvenile and adult
herring and lesser blackbacked gulls (Larus argentatus and Laurus fus cus), while Honigmann, working with sexually mature and young
chickens (Callus gallus), used a behavioral method.
COLOR DISCRIMINATION
The pigeon's capacity for seeing ultraviolet has been independently
confirmed in one of the two investigations we made into its spectral
wavelength discrimination function (Emmerton and Delius, unpublished results). Here, the animals had to discriminate between two
monochromatic patches of light ( 3 by 3 mm) projected onto two widely
separated (9 cm) keys of a Skinner box. The patches differed in wavelength but were adjusted to be of equal pigeon-subjective brightness.
One of the patches was kept at a constant wavelength from trial to trial,
and responses to it were reinforced by food reward. Responses to the
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other patch were followed by a waiting period. The positions of rewarded and nonrewarded stimuli on the two keys were quasirandomly
alternated between trials . The wavelength of the nonrewarded stimulus
was stepwise approximated to that of the other patch depending on
the discriminative performance of the pigeon. In the first experiment,
such progressive wavelength changes were made between separate
sessions until the pigeon's performance gave evidence of its failing to
discriminate. In the second experiment, in which discrimination
within the near-UV spectral region was investigated, a modified tracking procedure was used and wavelength changes were made within a
session. The wavelength difference between the stimuli at the point at
which discrimination was failing (70% of responses correct), or at an
equivalent level of performance in the tracking method, was considered
the threshold wavelength difference at the corresponding point of the
spectrum. Measurements were obtained through the spectrum from
360 nm to 680 nm.
Regarding the ultraviolet, not only did the subjects discriminate
quite small wavelength differences but they even seemed to exhibit a
minimum in the function at about 360-380 nm (Fig. 7). We are presently
extending these delta lambda measurements into the shorter-wavelength region, seeking at the same time to confirm this minimum. In
any case, there can be no doubt that pigeons can perceive ultraviolet
light.
If we can corroborate the wavelength discrimination minimum in
the ultraviolet, the function of the pigeon exhibits four minima (at
about 600 nm in the orange, 530 nm in the green, 460 nm in the blue,
and 360-380 nm in the ultraviolet regions) as compared with the two
minima characterizing the human hue discrimination function (Wright
and Pitt, 1934). This would suggest that the pigeon's color vision is at
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least pentachromatic! While previous studies indicating that the pigeon's retina contains five morphologically distinguishable cones [four
bearing oil droplets of different color (King-Smith, 1969) and one without a droplet, (Cohen, 1963)] would seem to agree with this conclusion,
more recent work seems to complicate the picture. Govardovskii and
Zueva (1977) conclude, on the basis of an early receptor potential study
of the pigeon's isolated retina, that it contains four cone pigments, and
state that it possesses seven to eight different-colored oil droplets plus
a small number of colorless ones. Bowmaker (this volume), working
with microspectrophotometric methods, found three cone pigments
and at least five different oil droplets . These findings would indicate
a potential complexity of color vision which may not have been fully
tapped in these measurements of the pigeon's wavelength discrimination abilities.
There is a further feature of the spectral wavelength discrimination
function that ~eeds attention. While comparison of our two separate
measurements of this function with those obtained by other authors
(Blough, 1972; Riggs et aI., 1972; Schneider, 1972; Wright, 1972a; Wright
andCumming, 1971) reveals an approximate agreement regarding the
position of the minima in the orange at 600 nm and in the green region
of the spectrum at 530-540 nm, there is a peculiar dissension regarding
the position of the minimum we located in the blue at 460 nm. While
Blough's (1972) results would also seem to indicate that there is a
minimum in the blue region, several other authors (Hamilton and
Coleman, 1933; Schneider, 1972; Wright, 1972a) have located a minimum in the green-blue, finding in fact a minimum at 500 nm, while
conversely Riggs et aI.' s (1972) threshold measurements were increasing
and our own were at a maximum there. We consider that the variable
position of the minimum in the shortwave end of the spectrum is a
real phenomenon not due to errors of measurement. A variable that
could possibly affect this switch in spectral position is the state of the
subject's retina caused by stimulus and/or environmental light intensity
that might have been different in the experiments yielding the different
minima. In our own experiments, the stimulus intensity level (at 580
nm) was about 1.2 log ft-L in the first experiment, in which the 460nm blue minimum occurred together with a maximum in the discrimination function at 500 nm in the blue-green, and about 0.7 log ft-L in
the second experiment, whose discrimination function was very much
flattened in the blue-green. This information would suggest that a
decrease in stimulus luminance produces a shift of the minimum toward longer wavelengths. Comparisons of stimulus luminance levels
used in the other experiments lead to equivocal conclusions, but any
correlation that might have existed would have been confounded by
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other variations in the conditions of stimulus presentation and testing
procedure.
In experiments on spontaneous color preferences of neonate gulls
and chickens, there is some indirect evidence that avian color vision
in the short-wave region of the spectrum might be particularly sensitive
to changes in stimulus intensity and adaptational state (Delius and
Thompson, 1970). Incidentally, adult pigeons exhibit a remarkable,
strong, spontaneous preference for blue hues (Straka, 1966; Delius,
1968; Sahgal and Iversen, 1975), which could in fact occasionally interfere with psychometric measurements related to hue but which are of
interest in their own right. Why blue? That is a functional issue, except
that similar blue preferences seem to be of widespread occurrence
among vertebrates (frogs Rana, e.g., Muntz, 1962), suggesting the persistence of a primitive mechanism.
Another variable that could cause the position switch of the delta
lambda minimum in the blue-green section of the spectrum is the
geometry of the stimulus display insofar as it might cause the pigeons
to view the stimuli in different parts of their visual fields and thus
with different retinal areas . While the spectral sensitivity differences
between the red and yellow areas are small (Martin and Muntz, this
volume; Blough, this volume), there is reason to suspect that the hue
discrimination they mediate may differ more markedly. Bowmaker
(this volume) shows that the two areas differ in terms of the spectral
positioning and bandwidth of the basic mechanisms as determined by
the pigment/oil droplet combinations found in the cones of both areas.
In a series of experiments, we have found that stimulus display
geometry is indeed a variable that affects the discriminative performance of pigeons when colors but not shapes are involved (Delius,
Jahnke-Funk, and Hawker, unpublished results). Some unsystematic
observations had indicated that pigeons learn color discriminations in
a Skinner box more rapidly when the discriminanda displayed on the
response keys are placed one above the other rather than side by side,
as is more usual. Accordingly, we equipped a Skinner box with a pair
of horizontally and a pair of vertically arranged keys, forming a cross
pattern. The keys of each pair were 12.5 cm apart. The subjects had to
learn to discriminate the same two broadband colors successively on the
vertical and the horizontal pair of keys. A successive conditional
method with a correction procedure was used. One or the other color
was alternatively presented on either the vertical or the horizontal pair
of keys . The unilluminated pair of keys was unresponsive. According
to a balanced design, the alternative colors signaled whether the upper
or the lower key and the left or the right key was the correct one.
Sessions lasted for 32 trials, and each session consisted of two blocks
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of the "'vertical" task alternating with two of the '''horizontal'' task,
each block consisting of eight trials. Responses to the correct keys
delivered food; pecks to incorrect ones resulted in time-out. Correction
trials were disregarded for the performance score but were included in
the training-trials count. The cumulative learning curves shown in Fig.
8 indicate that the pigeons learned more rapidly and continued to
perform better when the same color discrimination task was laid out
on the vertical keys than on the horizontal keys.
The first interpretation we attached to this result was that the
pigeons suffer from a left-right confusion much as many humans do
(Corballis and Beale, 1976) . However, when we replicated the experiment with pattern discrimination tasks instead of a color discrimination
one, the effect disappeared. The subjects' performance was nearly identical irrespective of the key geometry. In fact, there is a suggestion that
a slight reverse effect might have operated, the horizontal key arrangement yielding a marginally better performance. Since the pattern discrimination should have been as much affected by left-right difficulties
as the color differentiation, we have been forced to dismiss the original
hypothesis and consider another one.
The binocular field of vision of the pigeon covers a cone-shaped

Fig. 8. Cumulative learning curves of four
pigeons contemporaneously discriminating the same two colored (orange or red)
stimuli arranged on vertical (vertical bars)
or horizontal (horizontal bars) pairs of response keys. On the abscissa, the trial
count includes correction trials; on the ordinate, it does not. For clarity, the ordinate
origins of the pairs of curves have been
shifted. From Delius, Jahnke-Funk, and
Hawker (unpublished results).
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solid angle of lenticular cross-section some 25 deg wide and 90 deg
high (estimated from data given by Chard, 1939, and allowing for
convergent eye movements) that projects on the red areas of both
retinas. In conjunction with the myopia of the binocular field (Catania,
1964; Blough, 1973; Hodos et al., 1976), we assume that the pigeons
can simultaneously view the two vertically arranged keys in sharp
focus, while they should not be able to encompass the horizontally
arranged keys in that way. They have to look at the horizontally
arranged keys either successively with the binocular field or simultaneously with one key imaging on the yellow and the other on the red
fields of the retinas . Since the performance deficit of the horizontal task
has so far proven specific to color cues, we cons.ider that it is the latter
viewing style that causes the difficulty; yellow and red fields, as stated
earlier, are thought to mediate a different type of color vision. Successive binocular or simultaneous monocular viewing could, of course,
also impede discrimination in that they require temporal or interocular
integration, respectively. These integration difficulties, however, could
be expected to affect both pattern and color differentiation, contrary to
our findings. In any case, when the color discrimination experiment
was replicated with keys clustered close together (2 .5 cm) so that the
subjects could presumably also view the horizontal pair of keys binocularly, the performance deficit of the horizontal task was lessened.
It must be kept in mind that the discriminative tasks were of the
successive conditional type, identical hues or patterns being displayed
on both keys on any given trial. Strictly speaking, viewing only one
key of the relevant pair could have been sufficent to solve the problem
since no comparison of the stimuli is really necessary unless it be
comparison with stored or memorized stimuli seen in previous trials.
The suspected chromatovisual differences between the two retinal areas
could still have an effect by introducing a subjective hue difference
between the two horizontal stimuli, leading the birds to attempt a
task solution in terms of a spurious simultaneous discrimination. According to this hypothesis, a more direct and thus more marked
stimulus layout effect should become apparent in simultaneous color
discrimination experiments which we are presently carrying out. Ultimately, one should expect stimulus layouts allowing, or not allowing,
simultaneous binocular or, better, red area viewing to yield differing
wavelength discrimination functions. Whether this is the cause of the
abovementioned differences in the position of the blue-green delta
lambda minimum will have to be specifically investigated. Generally,
however, from the point of view of pigeon-ergonomics it seems that
horizontally, widely separated presentations of color stimuli may not
yield the best hue discrimination performance.
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ELABORATION OF PERCEPTUAL CONCEPTS
To close, we want to refer to a more sophisticated level of performance of the pigeon's visual system than we have considered so far. It
is its capacity for elaborating perceptual concepts. Since Koehler's (1955)
early pioneering work and Herrnstein and Loveland's (1964) clear-cut
demonstration, there have been a number of experimental studies that
document this remarkable capacity of birds. We have been concerned
with the concept of symmetry, or, more precisely, bilateral symmetry,
because of the possible role that it may play as a cue for the detection
of camouflaged prey by insectivorous birds (Curio, 1976). Of course,
the pigeon is no such bird, but for the purpose of developing suitable
experimental procedures it has, as a laboratory species, some advantages over more relevant species. As a matter of fact, Morgan et al.
(1976) reported that they could not demonstrate the acquisition of this
concept using a successive instrumental discrimination technique with
free-ranging pigeons visiting a feeding station, although they were
able to teach the same animals a very adaptable concept of the letter A.
Using a conventional, instrumental, simultaneous-discrimination
procedure incorporating correction trials following incorrect choices
and a variable ratio schedule of reinforcement, we taught pigeons to
differentiate 24 symmetrical and asymmetrical stimuli projected on the
keys in various paired combinations for some 5600 trials. In the following 12 sessions, we introduced six new symmetrical and asymmetrical
stimuli assembled in various pair and position permutations under
extinction conditions. All five subjects classified these stimuli, with
which they had no previous experience, in a manner corresponding to
their experience, i.e., those subjects that had been allocated symmetrical stimuli as positive generalized preferentially to the symmetrical
test stimuli, the opposite being true for those trained with the asymmetrical stimuli as positive (Fig. 9) . We (Delius and Habers, 1978)
conclude that pigeons are capable of acquiring, or perhaps only learning to apply, the concept of symmetry, thus adding yet another to the
list of concepts they have been shown to master (Herrnstein et aI.,
1976). We are presently attempting to establish whether pigeons can
apply the concept to patterns with symmetry axes other than the vertical
that we have used so far. There are reasons to expect that this may not
be so, derived from the fact that the organism's symmetry plane is as
a rule a vertical one (Corballis and Beale, 1976) .
This kind of visual performance by pigeons seems to suggest that
when attempting to understand the function of central visual structures
we must unfortunately also consider what, by human standards, are
cognitive processes. And who, to end by taking up an early theme of
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Fig. 9. Generalization of a symmetry/asymmetry concep t to a set of novel test patterns
und er extinction conditions. Five pigeons had been trained with 28 symmetrical and
asymmetrical figures (sample shown), two of them with the symmetrical, three with the
asymmetrical stimuli positive. Bars marked plus indicate mean choice of given test
pattern by subjects for whom th e pattern should have been positive; bars marked minus
indicate choices by subjects for whom they should have been negative. From Delius and
Habers (1978).

this chapter, is to say that the pigeon's cognitive style might not be
quite different from ours if it has already been shown that its sensory
and learning modes, besides much else, are different. Evolutio varietates
delectat!
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